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transportation, in some ways, is more important to humanity than other parts of. Engine. This
includes egears, crank shaft, and rod supports.Q: issue with the syntax of an if..else statement in

python? I'm having difficulty with the 'else' part of my code. I want to print the following one, or the
other, depending on if the variable "out_of_time" is equal to 'True' or 'False', but I want it to print

"other" if any thing else needs to be printed. This is my code: if out_of_time == 'True': print 'error'
sys.exit(0) elif out_of_time == 'False' print 'exceptions' sys.exit(0) else: print 'other' A: Don't use
else. ELSE is the wrong word to use to find out what to do in case of something failing. Use the

obvious indentation for it: if out_of_time == 'True': print 'error' sys.exit(0) if out_of_time == 'False':
print 'exceptions' sys.exit(0) else: print 'other' Else is supposed to be used for something that can
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out_of_time == 'True': print 'error' else: print 'exceptions' if out_of_
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